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1. OVERVIEW 
Personal property processing involves a large number of steps that take place throughout the year. It can 
be very time consuming and requires a thorough knowledge of statutes and State Tax Commission 
guidelines relating to personal property.  

CAI Property has been designed with a number of tools to help users with everything from tracking 
potential new accounts to preparing values and exemptions for assessment notices. This document is 
designed to guide users through each of the many processes. 
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2. MAINTENANCE 
This section deals with parcel, characteristic and asset maintenance with steps for creating, changing and 
deleting them, along with other helpful information specific to each. 

Both the primary and end-of-year (EOY) copy processes are used to create parcels, characteristics and 
assets in a new property year. Some changes are automatically made in the new year as the copies are ran. 
The following sections will explain those changes wherever they occur. Refer to Copy Processing 
documentation for additional information if needed. 

2A. PARCELS 

Personal property parcels are typically managed outside of the Land Records Workbasket process. This is 
because the workbasket is deed-based, but personal property parcels are typically created, eliminated and 
changed without a recorded instrument. 

STATUS TYPES 

● Active ............................................ Parcel is active in the selected property year and any future years until its status 
changes 

● Assessment .................... An assessment notice will be created in current and future years 

● Tax Charge ..................... Taxes will be charged based on the characteristics' net taxable 
values  in current and future years 

● Copy Process .................. Parcels with Active status at the time the applicable copy process 
is ran will copy to the next year 

● Active Remove .............................. Parcel is active in the selected property year but will not be copied to the next year 

● Assessment .................... An assessment notice will be created in current year 

● Tax Charge ..................... Taxes will be charged based on the characteristics' net taxable 
values in current year 

● Copy Process .................. Parcels with Active Remove status at the time the applicable copy 
process is ran will not copy to the next year 

● Inactive .......................................... Parcel is inactive in the selected property year and will not be copied to the next 
year 

● Assessment .................... No assessment notice will be created 

● Tax Charge ..................... No taxes will be charged 

● Copy Process .................. Parcels with Inactive status at the time the applicable copy 
process is ran will not copy to the next year 
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2A1. Create Parcel 

 Select | Process | Create New Parcel 

NOTE Parcels can also be created as part of the New Business Tracking process. This typically happens after 
potential accounts have responded to a letter sent from the tracking module and the account has been 
determined to be valid and taxable. This process will automatically open the Create New Parcel panel so the 
following steps can be completed. 

 STEPS 

1. Parcel Information ........................ Complete the following steps to enter basic parcel information 

A. Year ....................................... Enter the first property year that the parcel will be active in 

B. Parcel # .................................. Enter the parcel number 

C. Property Type ........................ Select Personal from the dropdown list; this will open the following fields: 

1. Business Name .............. Enter the business name; may be different than parcel owner name 

2. NAICS Code .................... Not used 

3. Phone ............................ Enter the telephone number of the business' primary contact person 

4. Business Type ................ Select a business type from the dropdown list 

● Primary use is to designate characteristic as either regular or transient personal property 
(see Regular or Transient section above). 

Regular personal property has several types to choose from. This allows users to group 
characteristics for internal processing needs. Declarations can be built and printed for 
individual business types, giving the option to work with only a portion of them at a time. This 
is especially helpful when different people are assigned to work with specific types of regular 
personal property. 

REGULAR 

● Business ......................... Default 
Use this for all regular personal property unless there is a real 
need to separate characteristics into specific business types 

● Farms 

● Short Term 

● Migratory ....................... Do not use for Transient property 

● Oil Companies 

● Leases 

● Signs 

TRANSIENT 

● Transient ........................ Assets sited and taxed in more than one county throughout the 
year 

D. Real Parcel # .......................... Enter the associated real property parcel number where the assets are located 

● If assets are located on more than one parcel, either leave this field blank or enter the 
parcel number where the majority of assets are sited 

E. Aprs Initials ............................ Enter (or double-click to select) the person responsible for valuation of parcel 

F. Inspection Date ..................... Enter the date the parcel is inspected 

● Defaults to current date, can be changed later if needed 

G. Code Area .............................. Enter (or double-click to select) the parcel's tax code area 

● If a real parcel number has been entered, code area must match that parcel's code area 

H. Description ............................ Enter a legal description for the parcel 
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2. Ownership ..................................... Click Ownership button and complete the following steps to assign one or more 
owners to the parcel 

CRITICAL NOTE 

Ownership changes should only be done by personnel with a complete understanding of the 
citizenry concept used within the Property application. Use caution to avoid unintended 
changes to a citizen record that is used on a real property, manufactured home parcels or 
other personal property parcels, Changes can affect historical data as well. 

A. Citizen Record ....................... Locate or create a citizen record to add to the parcel's ownership 

● Existing .......................... Check for an existing citizen record before adding a new one 

○ Position To ................. Enter text to position citizenry grid to and press Enter key to 
update grid, then review the results to find record(s) with the 
desired name 

○ Address ...................... Make sure the address is correct; if more than one record exists for 
the desired name, check each of the addresses to find the desired 
one 

○ List Property .............. To see what property years and parcels the citizen record is 
already associated with, click the List Property button 

○ Edit Citizen Record ..... If a record exists with the desired name but none have the desired 
address, determine whether to update the address or create a 
new citizen record with the desired address 
CAUTION - Changing a citizen record in any way will affect all 
property years and parcels where that citizen record is used 

● New ............................... Create a new citizen record only if none of the existing records 
can be used 

B. Add/Remove Owners ............ Add and/or remove owners from the Property Owner grid at lower-left as needed, 
making sure to add them in the order they need to be in, starting with the primary 
owner/contact 

● Add ................................ With the proper citizen record highlighted in the upper grid 
(Property Citizenry), click Add Owner button to add it to the 
Property Owner grid 

● Remove .......................... To remove a citizen record from the Property Owner grid, 
highlight it and click Remove Owner button 

C. Edit Owners ........................... Update the Property Owner records as needed 

● Seq # .............................. Number each record in order they appear in the grid, starting with 
one on the first record 

● Primary Contact ............. Check/uncheck as needed to indicate primary contact; only one 
owner can be flagged as the primary 

● Owner % ........................ Update ownership percentages as needed, making sure they total 
100% 

● Relationship ................... Update relationship designators as needed 

● Owner Type ................... Defaults to Owner; double-click to select other types as needed 

● Snowbird ....................... Information only 

D. Error Checking ....................... Complete these steps to make sure owner records are ready to be saved; Save 
Changes button is inactivated until error checking is successful 

● Sequence Number ......... Click # button at lower-left to check and update sequence 
numbers to order them starting with 1 

● Ownership % .................. Verify that total ownership percentage adds up to 100%; if not, 
update Owner % for each owner record as needed 

● Validation ...................... Click the OK button at lower-right of Property Owner grid to 
perform various validation checks; if any errors are reported, 
correct them and repeat this step 

E. Miscellaneous ....................... Complete these steps as needed 

● Property Description...... Click the Property Desc button to update legal description, MLS 
area number, parcel type and/or location code 

● Label - Summary ............ Click the Label - Summary button to request a property master 
label (2" label), summary sheet, or both 

F. Done ...................................... Click Save Changes button to continue 

● If button is inactive, refer to step D (Error Checking) 

3. Done .............................................. Click Finish button to create parcel and a personal property characteristic 

● Property Master will display for newly-created parcel 

4. Personal Property Exemption ....... Every parcel containing a personal property characteristic must be associated with 
a personal property exemption applicant. After creating a new parcel as described 
above, refer to Add Parcel to Application on page 3-7 for additional information. 
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2A2. Eliminate Parcel 

Parcels are eliminated either by changing their status or deleting them.  

Changing the status leaves the parcel and characteristics intact. In that case, the status selected will determine how the 
parcel and characteristics are treated. Deleting a parcel physically removes the parcel, all of its characteristics and all assets 
in the property year it is deleted from. 

2A2A. Change Status 

 Property Master 

Changing a parcel's status will also affect the status of its characteristics and values in the property year the change is made 
in. 

NOTE Appropriate permissions are required to make changes to parcel status. Status cannot be changed once the 
roll has been closed - do not reopen a closed roll specifically to change a parcel's status. 

 STEPS 

1. Status ............................................ Select the desired status from the dropdown list (in center at top of panel) 

2. Save ............................................... Click Change button to save change; Cancel button to discard change 

NOTE To quickly change a parcel and its characteristics to Inactive status, open the Personal Property 
characteristic and click the Inactivate button. 

  When changing a parcel from Inactive to Active or Active Remove, or from Active Remove to Active, its 
characteristics and values must be manually updated to change them as needed; changing the status of the 
parcel itself will not automatically do it. 

2A2B. Delete 

 Tools | Utility | Single Parcel - Deleting 

Deleting a parcel will also delete its characteristics and assets. Copy or move the characteristics and/or assets to other 
parcel(s) if needed before deleting the parcel. 

NOTE Appropriate permissions are required to delete a parcel. Deletion cannot be done once the roll has been 
closed - do not reopen a closed roll specifically to delete a parcel. 

 STEPS 

1. Year ............................................... Enter the property year the parcel is to be deleted from 

● If the parcel already exists in a future year, it will not be affected; repeat these steps for 
that year in order to delete it there 

2. Parcel # .......................................... Enter the parcel number to be deleted 

3. Delete ............................................ Click OK button to continue; Cancel to close without deleting 

CAUTION 

There is no way to undo this process. Be certain that the correct property year and parcel 
number have been entered before continuing. 

● Read verification message; click Yes to delete; No or Cancel to close without deleting 
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2A3. Change Parcel 

2A3A. Ownership 

 Property Master | Edit | Change Ownership 

NOTE Ownership changes should only be done by personnel with a complete understanding of the citizenry 
concept used within the Property application. Use caution to avoid unintended changes to a citizen record 
that is used on a real property, manufactured home parcels or other personal property parcels, Changes can 
affect historical data as well. 

  Make sure the correct property year is selected prior to changing ownership. Changes will be applied to the 
year the change is made in and the following year (if the parcel exists in that year). 

 STEPS 

1. Citizen Record ............................... Locate or create a citizen record to add to the parcel's ownership 

● Existing .......................... Check for an existing citizen record before adding a new one 

○ Position To ................. Enter text to position citizenry grid to and press Enter key to 
update grid, then review the results to find record(s) with the 
desired name 

○ Address ...................... Make sure the address is correct; if more than one record exists for 
the desired name, check each of the addresses to find the desired 
one 

○ List Property .............. To see what property years and parcels the citizen record is 
already associated with, click the List Property button 

○ Edit Citizen Record ..... If a record exists with the desired name but none have the desired 
address, determine whether to update the address or create a 
new citizen record with the desired address 
CAUTION - Changing a citizen record in any way will affect all 
property years and parcels where that citizen record is used 

● New ............................... Create a new citizen record only if none of the existing records 
can be used 

2. Add/Remove Owners .................... Add and/or remove owners from the Property Owner grid at lower-left as needed, 
making sure to add them in the order they need to be in, starting with the primary 
owner/contact 

● Add ................................ With the proper citizen record highlighted in the upper grid 
(Property Citizenry), click Add Owner button to add it to the 
Property Owner grid 

● Remove .......................... To remove a citizen record from the Property Owner grid, 
highlight it and click Remove Owner button 

3. Edit Owners ................................... Update the Property Owner records as needed 

● Seq # .............................. Number each record in order they appear in the grid, starting with 
one on the first record 

● Primary Contact ............. Check/uncheck as needed to indicate primary contact; only one 
owner can be flagged as the primary 

● Owner % ........................ Update ownership percentages as needed, making sure they total 
100% 

● Relationship ................... Update relationship designators as needed 

● Owner Type ................... Defaults to Owner; double-click to select other types as needed 

● Snowbird ....................... Information only 

4. Error Checking ............................... Complete these steps to make sure owner records are ready to be saved; Save 
Changes button is inactivated until error checking is successful 

● Sequence Number ......... Click # button at lower-left to check and update sequence 
numbers to order them starting with 1 

● Ownership % .................. Verify that total ownership percentage adds up to 100%; if not, 
update Owner % for each owner record as needed 

● Validation ...................... Click the OK button at lower-right of Property Owner grid to 
perform various validation checks; if any errors are reported, 
correct them and repeat this step 
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5. Miscellaneous ............................... Complete these steps as needed 

● Property Description...... Click the Property Desc button to update legal description, MLS 
area number, parcel type and/or location code 

● Label - Summary ............ Click the Label - Summary button to request a property master 
label (2" label), summary sheet, or both 

6. Done .............................................. Click Save Changes button to continue 

● If button is inactive, refer to step 4 (Error Checking) 

2A3B. Owner Info & Mailing Address 

 Property Master | Click Add'l Owner Info button 

NOTE Mailing address changes should only be done by personnel with a complete understanding of the citizenry 
concept used within the Property application. Use caution to avoid unintended changes to a citizen record 
that is used on a real property, manufactured home parcels or other personal property parcels, Changes can 
affect historical data as well. 

  Changes will be applied to all parcels in all property years that use the citizen record being changed. 

 STEPS 

1. Select ............................................. In the grid at top, highlight the citizen record to change 

2. Update .......................................... Update the following as needed 

● Phone # .......................... Telephone number 

● Ext .................................. Telephone extension number 

● E-Mail Address ............... Address to be used for electronic mail 

● Mailing Address ............. Address to be used for mailing purposes 

● Residential Address ....... Address of residence where the person physically resides 

3. Options .......................................... Check boxes to select any of the following options 

● Copy Residential to Mailing Address 
Select this option to copy the residential address into the mailing 
address; does not affect freeform text fields 

● Copy Mailing to Residential Address 
Select this option to copy the mailing address into the residential 
address 

● Clear Residential Address 
Select this option to clear all fields in the residential address 

● Master Label .................. Select this option to generate a property master label, typically 
used for file folders; label will be added to print queue for later 
printing 

4. Save Changes ................................ Click OK button to save changes; Cancel button to close without saving 

● Read verification message, then press Yes to continue; No or Cancel to close without saving 

5. Done .............................................. Click Cancel button when finished to close the Edit Citizenry panel 

2A3C. Property Description 

 Property Master | Click Property Desc button 

Update fields as needed, then click Change button to save changes; Cancel button to close without saving 

● State Parcel # ................................ Not used 

● Property Description ..................... Update parcel's legal description as needed 

● MLS Area ....................................... Optional; update Multiple Listing Service area code as needed 

● Field can also be used for any type of parcel grouping desired 

● Parcel Type .................................... Optional; enter (or double-click to select) a Parcel Type if needed 

● Parcel Types can be used for parcel grouping 

● Available types are user-maintained 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | Parcel Type Desc 

● Location Code ............................... Optional; enter (or double-click to select) a Location Code if needed 

● Location Codes can be used for parcel grouping 

● Available codes are user-maintained 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | Location Code Desc 
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2A3D. Related Parcels 

 Property Master | Click Related Parcels button 

Additional parcels can be related together as needed. This is for informational purposes only and has no effect on any 
program processes. Once a relationship is created, it will show on both parcels' Property Master. 

STEPS 

● Add Relationship ........................... Click Add icon and enter the following 

● Reference Parcel # ......... Enter the parcel number to relate to 

● Type ............................... Select from dropdown list; options are Appraiser and Land 
Records; informational only 

● Description .................... Enter text to explain why the parcels are related 

● Delete Relationship ....................... Highlight the relationship to delete and click the Delete icon 

2A3E. Notes 

 Property Master | Click Notes button 

Notes can be added to parcels as needed. Notes are informational only. 

STEPS 

● Add Note ....................................... Click Add icon and enter the following 

● Type ............................... Enter (or double-click to select) a Note Type 

○ Note Types are user-maintained 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | Note Types Table 

● Notes ............................. Enter note text as desired 

● Delete Note ................................... Highlight the note to delete and click the Delete icon 

● Copy Note ..................................... Highlight the note to copy and click the Copy icon, then update note as needed 
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2A4. Special Situations 

2A4A. Personal on Real Property 

There may be situations where personal property assets and values need to be placed on a real property parcel, typically for 
tax collection purposes. 

 WITH EXISTING PERSONAL PROPERTY PARCEL & ASSETS 

1. Real Property Parcel ...................... Complete the following steps on the real property parcel where the personal 
property will be assessed and taxed 

● Sub Property Type ......... Click Edit | Sub Property Update, select PP on Real from 
dropdown list and click OK button to save changes; this will allow 
the parcel to have a personal property characteristic 

● PP Exemption................. Associate the real property parcel with a personal property 
exemption application 

2. Personal Property Parcel ............... Complete the following steps on the existing personal property parcel 

● Copy Characteristic ........ Open the personal property parcel's characteristic and click the 
Copy Char button at upper-right below the grid, then enter the 
property year and parcel number of the real property parcel; 
leave the parcel suffix and property occupancy as is; click OK 
button to continue; verify to continue 

● Parcel Status .................. Change the personal property parcel's status to Inactive (refer to 
Change Status section on page 2-4 for additional information) 

3. Real Property Parcel ...................... Complete the following steps on the real property parcel 

● Characteristic ................. Calculate market value on the Asset grid or click No Change 
button to create value records and calculate the personal 
property exemption amount 

 WITHOUT EXISTING PERSONAL PROPERTY PARCEL & ASSETS 

1. Real Property Parcel ...................... Complete the following steps on the real property parcel where the personal 
property will be assessed and taxed 

● Sub Property Type ......... Click Edit | Sub Property Update, select PP on Real from 
dropdown list and click OK button to save changes; this will allow 
the parcel to have a personal property characteristic 

● PP Exemption................. Associate the real property parcel with a personal property 
exemption application 

● Characteristic ................. Create a personal property characteristic by clicking the Personal 
button below the value grid, then add assets as needed and 
calculate market value to create value records and calculate the 
personal property exemption 

2A4B. Hold for Next Year 

When a personal property parcel does not have assets or value in a given property year, the parcel is typically inactivated. 
This prevents it from being assessed and taxed in that year, and also stops the parcel from copying on to the next year. If 
needed, the parcel can be recreated in a future year with the same parcel number, linking the prior year's history to the year 
it is recreated. 

It is fairly common with transient personal property to have a taxpayer who has assets in a county regularly but sometimes 
skips a year here and there. For example, XYZ Construction has equipment in a county in 2017 and 2018, but none in 2019.  
When this happens, users may want to keep the parcel active, even though it won't have any value in the off year. The parcel 
will likely show up on various exception reports but as long as it is on purpose, it should not cause any problems. 
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2A4C. Leasehold Improvement 

When a personal property parcel's assets are considered to be leasehold improvements, the parcel's sub-property type can 
be changed to indicate that. This is for informational purposes only and does not have any effect on how the asset values 
are calculated. 

STEPS 

● Sub Property Type ......................... Complete the following steps in the property year the change is to take effect in 

● Click Edit | Sub Property Update 

● Select Lease-hold Improvement from dropdown list 

● Click OK button to save changes 
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2B. CHARACTERISTICS 

Each characteristic is made up of two parts - an index record that is the same for all characteristic types 
and a type-specific record that contains the information unique to the type of characteristic. For personal 
property characteristics, that includes general information about the business where assets are located, as 
well as declaration tracking and depreciation-related data.  

The characteristic also serves as a container to hold the asset and value records for a specific assessment 
roll. 

COPY PROCESSING 

The following changes are made automatically during copy processing. 

● Assessment Roll ............................ Personal property characteristics on either subsequent roll will be changed to the 
primary roll in the new year, with the exception of transient personal property. If 
the business type is Transient, the roll will not be changed. 

● Multiple Characteristics ................ If a parcel has more than one regular or transient personal property characteristic 
on the same assessment roll, only one will be copied to the new year. All of the 
assets from each characteristic for that type and roll will copy to the one 
characteristic copied forward. 

STATUS TYPES 

● Active ............................................ Characteristic is active in the selected property year and any future years until its 
status changes 

● Assessment .................... Value will be included on the parcel's assessment notice in current 
and future years 

● Tax Charge ..................... Taxes will be charged based on the characteristic's net taxable 
values  in current and future years 

● Copy Process .................. Characteristic with Active status at the time the applicable copy 
process is ran will copy to the next year 

● Active Remove .............................. Characteristic is active in the selected property year but will not be copied to the 
next year 

● Assessment .................... Value will be included on the parcel's assessment notice in current 
year 

● Tax Charge ..................... Taxes will be charged based on the characteristic's net taxable 
values in current year 

● Copy Process .................. Characteristic with Active Remove status at the time the 
applicable copy process is ran will not copy to the next year 

● Inactive .......................................... Characteristic is inactive in the selected property year and will not be copied to the 
next year 

● Assessment .................... Value will be not included on the parcel's assessment notice 

● Tax Charge ..................... No taxes will be charged for the characteristic 

● Copy Process .................. Characteristic with Inactive status at the time the applicable copy 
process is ran will not copy to the next year 

● Never Occupied ............................. Characteristic is on hold in the selected property year and any future years until its 
status changes 

● Assessment .................... Value will be not included on the parcel's assessment notice 

● Tax Charge ..................... No taxes will be charged for the characteristic 

● Copy Process .................. Characteristic with Never Occupied status at the time the 
applicable copy process is ran will copy to the next year with the 
same status 
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2B1. Field Definitions 

This section explains each of the fields for characteristic indexes and personal property characteristics. 

2B1A. Index 

● Parcel Suffix ................................... Unique identifier of each characteristic of the same type 

● For example, if a parcel has a regular personal property characteristic and a transient 
personal property characteristic, the suffix could be RG on the regular characteristic and TR 
on the transient characteristic 

● The suffix is informational only 

● Blank is allowed 

● Description .................................... Brief description of the characteristic 

● Optional 

● Property Address .......................... Physical address where characteristic's assets are located 

● Street # .......................... Street number 

● Pre Dir ............................ Pre-directional indicator 

● Street Name................... Street name 

● Suffix .............................. Street suffix designator 

● Post Dir .......................... Post-directional indicator 

● Unit Type ....................... Unit type designator 

● Unit # ............................. Unit number 

● Property Occupancy ...................... Occupancy roll the characteristic's values will be assessed and taxed on 

● Personal property must always be on the non-occupancy roll 

● Assessment Roll ............................ Assessment roll the characteristic's values will be assessed and taxed on 

● Status ............................................ Characteristic status indicator 

● Status Date .................................... Date status was last updated 

● Defaults to current date; typically not changed 

2B1B. Personal Property 

● Appraiser Initials ........................... Person responsible for valuation on parcel 

● Each parcel can have only one appraiser regardless of how many characteristics it has. 
Updating the appraiser on a characteristic will update it for the entire parcel 

● Double-click to select from list of appraisers 

● Business Name .............................. Business name; may be different than parcel owner name 

● Contact Name ............................... Name of business' primary contact person 

● Phone ............................................ Telephone number of contact person 

● Extension ....................................... Telephone extension of contact person 

● Business Type ................................ Primary use if to designate characteristic as either regular or transient personal 
property (see Regular or Transient section above). 

Regular personal property has several types to choose from. This allows users to group 
characteristics for internal processing needs. Declarations can be built and printed for 
individual business types, giving the option to work with only a portion of them at a time. This 
is especially helpful when different people are assigned to work with specific types of regular 
personal property. 

REGULAR 

● Business ......................... Default 
Use this for all regular personal property if there is not a real need 
to separate characteristics into specific business types 

● Farms 

● Short Term 

● Migratory ....................... Do not use for Transient property 

● Oil Companies 

● Leases 

● Signs 

TRANSIENT 

● Transient ........................ Assets sited and taxed in more than one county throughout the 
year 
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● Update Year .................................. Most recent year in which the characteristic's values were calculated 

 Refer to When is a Characteristic “Updated”? section on page 5-11 for additional 

information 

● Real Parcel ..................................... Real property parcel number where assets are located 

● If assets are located on more than one parcel, either leave this field blank or enter the 
parcel number where the majority of assets are sited 

● Year Started .................................. Year the business first opened; informational only 

● Years Unreported .......................... Number of years since the last time a declaration was filed; informational only 

 Refer to When is a Characteristic “Updated”? section on page 5-11 for additional 

information 

● Declaration Mailed ........................ Date declaration is created 

● Automatically updated when declarations are created in batch 

● Update manually if declaration is printed individually 

● Received ........................................ Date declaration is processed 

 Refer to When is a Characteristic “Updated”? section on page 5-11 for additional 

information 

This field is used to determine whether or not a reminder notice will be created 

● Reminder Mailed ........................... Date reminder notice is created 

 Refer to Reminder Notices section on page 5-14 for additional information 

● UR Date ......................................... Earliest date parcel had any personal property assets located within what is now an 
active urban renewal area 

● Field is shown only when parcel is associated with an active urban renewal project 

 Refer to Urban Renewal section on page 2-15 for additional information 

● Lessee Name ................................. Name of lessee; informational only 

● New Business ................................ Check this flag if parcel was created as part of the PP New Business process 

● Optional; the only thing this does is print on the personal property characteristic printout 
showing "New Business Module?" as Yes 

2B2. Regular or Transient 

There are two separate types of personal property. Each type has specific processing and timing considerations.  
 

REGULAR TRANSIENT 

Assets sited in a single county Assets sited in more than one county 

Regular asset listing 
Asset listing has columns to specify counties and months 

where each asset was at outside of home county 

Characteristics on 1st or 2nd Sub Roll in one year will change to 

Primary Roll in next year during copy processing 
Characteristics will stay on same roll in next year 

Allows for payment in two installments.  

Tax charges and bills show total charge split in half, with separate 

due dates for each half. As long as first half is paid on time, 

taxpayers have several months before second half is due. 

Charged and billed in a single installment. 

Taxpayers must pay full amount when due. 

The Business Type field is used to designate which class a characteristic falls into. The Property application allows a single 
parcel to have both regular and transient characteristics, if needed. Each one will be processed accordingly. 

NOTE This field is the only identifier of transient personal property characteristics. The parcel number is 
not used for this purpose. 
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2B3. Create Characteristic 

There are two methods to create characteristics, depending on whether or not a parcel already has any characteristics of 
the same type (personal property, in this case). The first is created from Property Master and additional characteristics of 
the same type are created from the characteristic panel. 

 STEPS 

1. Create ............................................ Create a characteristic as follows 

● First Characteristic ......... From Property Master, click the Personal button below the value 
grid; read confirmation message and click Yes to continue; No or 
Cancel to return to Property Master without creating a 
characteristic 

● Additional Characteristic of Same Type 
From Property Master, click the Personal button below the value 
grid, then click Add Char button towards upper-right; read 
confirmation message and click Yes to continue; No or Cancel to 
return to characteristic without creating a new one 

2. Index Fields ................................... Enter information for the characteristic index 

 Refer to Field Definitions, Index on page 2-11 for additional information 

3. Personal Property Fields ............... Enter information for the personal property 

 Refer to Field Definitions, Personal Property on page 2-11 for additional information 

2B4. Copy Characteristic 

 Personal Property Characteristic 

Complete the steps in this section to copy a characteristic and any assets on it to another parcel. 

 STEPS 

1. Begin ............................................. Click the Copy Char button towards the upper-right 

2. Target Parcel ................................. Enter the following information for the target parcel where the characteristic will 
be moved 

● Year ............................... Enter property year to copy to 

● Parcel # .......................... Enter the parcel number to copy to; must be a valid parcel in the 
property year entered 

● Parcel Suffix ................... Enter a parcel suffix if needed 

● Property Occupancy ...... Personal property must be on the non-occupancy roll 

3. Copy .............................................. Click OK button to continue; Cancel button to close without copying 

● Read confirmation message and click Yes to copy; No or Cancel to close without copying 

● Message will display when copy is completed 

NOTE This does not remove the characteristic from the source parcel. To move a characteristic, copy it to the 
target parcel and then delete it from the source parcel. 
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2B5. Eliminate Characteristic 

Characteristics are eliminated by changing their status and, if needed, deleting the characteristic entirely. 

Changing the status leaves the characteristics intact. In that case, the status selected will determine how the characteristic 
is treated. Deleting a characteristic physically removes it from the parcel, along with all assets in the property year it is 
deleted from. 

2B5A. Change Status 

 Personal Property Characteristic 

Changing a characteristic's status will also affect the status of its values in the property year the change is made in. 

NOTE Status cannot be changed once the roll has been closed - do not reopen a closed roll specifically to change a 
characteristic's status. 

 STEPS 

1. Index ............................................. In the grid at top, select the characteristic to work with and right-click on it, then 
select Change Status/Roll 

2. Status ............................................ Select the desired status from the dropdown list at bottom-left of panel 

3. Save ............................................... Click Change button to save change; Cancel button to discard change 

NOTE To quickly change a parcel and its characteristics to Inactive status, open the Personal Property 
characteristic and click the Inactivate button. 

  When changing a characteristic from Inactive to Active or Active Remove, or from Active Remove to Active, 
its values must be manually updated to change them as needed; changing the status of the characteristic 
itself will not automatically do it. 

2B5B. Delete 

 Personal Property Characteristic 

Deleting a characteristic will also delete its assets. Copy or move the characteristics and/or assets to other parcel(s) if needed 
before deleting the parcel. 

NOTE Deletion cannot be done once the roll has been closed - do not reopen a closed roll specifically to delete a 
characteristic. 

 STEPS 

1. Index ............................................. In the grid at top, select the characteristic to work with 

2. Delete ............................................ Click Delete button to continue 

CAUTION 

There is no way to undo this process. Be certain that the correct property year, parcel number 
and characteristic have been selected before continuing. 

● Read verification message; click Yes to delete; No or Cancel to close without deleting 

2B6. Change Characteristic 

 Personal Property Characteristic 

To change a characteristic's index record, highlight the characteristic in the grid at top 

 STEPS 

1. Index ............................................. In the grid at top, select the characteristic to work with and right-click on it, then 
select Change Status/Roll or Edit Property Address 
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2B7. Urban Renewal 

The Property application manages personal property base values, adjusting them as assets depreciate and go away. Each 
asset is evaluated every year to determine the base and increment breakdown of its net taxable value. The value of assets 
that were sited within an urban renewal project's boundaries before the project became effective is allocated to base value. 
Later purchases go towards increment value, along with the value of older assets moved into an active urban renewal area 
(regardless of when they were purchased). 

As pre-existing assets are removed and newer ones added, values will shift from base to increment to reflect those changes. 

PROJECT URBAN RENEWAL DATE 

When an Urban Renewal project is approved, it has a beginning and an ending date. The beginning date for the project is 
referred to as the Project UR Date. Parcels assigned to a project will display an icon on Property Master and on each 
characteristic screen that will show project information when clicked. 

 

The beginning date is used to determine whether or not assets were in place prior to the project so their value can be 
allocated to the base taxing districts. 

CHARACTERISTIC URBAN RENEWAL DATE 

Each personal property characteristic has a field that holds the earliest date the parcel had any personal property assets 
located within what is now an active urban renewal area.  

The date can be estimated, if needed, provided that the year is correct - only the date's year is used for this purpose. 
However, if the parcel did not have assets located in the urban renewal area before it took effect, make sure the date's year 
is equal to or greater than the project effective year. 

NOTE We recommend leaving the date blank if the parcel existed prior to the urban renewal area 

 This field is instrumental in determining how each parcel’s asset value is allocated between base and 
increment value. Incorrect use of this field may result in improper distribution of tax revenue. 

BASE OR INCREMENT 

If both the year of the characteristic's urban renewal date and the purchase year are earlier than the project's effective year, 
the asset's taxable value will be allocated to base value. Otherwise, it will be considered increment value. 
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2C. ASSETS 

Asset records are used to keep track of taxable personal property for valuation purposes. A single asset 
represents one or more items of personal property. They are typically updated when declarations are 
returned each year. Each record contains information about the asset needed to identify it and determine 
its current market value. 

COPY PROCESSING 

The following changes are made automatically during copy processing. 

● Multiple Characteristics ................ If a parcel has more than one regular or transient personal property characteristic 
on the same assessment roll, only one will be copied to the new year. All of the 
assets from each characteristic for that type and roll will copy to the one 
characteristic copied forward. 

2C1. Field Definitions 

NOTE All fields are required unless noted otherwise 

● Asset ID # ...................................... System-generated identification number 

● Cannot be changed 

● Group ............................................ Enter a number (0-999) for each group to associate assets together 

● Optional; informational only; does not affect processes or sorting 

● Examples: Office = 1; Warehouse = 2; Sales = 3 

● Description .................................... Enter description of asset 

● Make/Model ................................. Enter make and/or model of asset 

● Optional 

● Serial Number ............................... Enter serial number of asset 

● Optional 

● Manufactured Year ....................... Enter year asset was originally manufactured 

● Optional 

● Purchase Month ............................ Enter month asset was purchased 

● Required ........................ Override: Pro-Rated 

● Optional ......................... No override or override type not Pro-Rated 

● Purchase Year ................................ Enter year asset was purchased 

● State Category Code ...................... Enter valid state category code 

● Function Code ............................... Enter (or double-click to select) a valid function code to classify assets based on 
State Tax Commission guidelines for depreciation 

● Optional; schedule number will auto fill from function code table 

● Sub Classification .......................... Enter (or double-click to select) a valid sub-classification code 

● Not used 

● Schedule ........................................ Enter schedule number to determine factor for depreciation 

● Defaults to zero; auto-fills from table if function code is entered 

● Quantity ........................................ Enter purchased quantity of asset 

● Unit Cost ....................................... Enter purchase price per asset 

● Either unit cost or total cost must be entered 

● If unit cost is entered, total cost will be calculated automatically (quantity x unit cost) 

● Total Cost ...................................... Enter total purchase price 

● Either unit cost or total cost must be entered 

● Override Type ................................ Enter override type  

● Optional 

● Override Value .............................. Enter override value 

● Override ......................... Pro-Rated Not allowed 

● Market Value ................................. System-generated value 

● Override ......................... None Total cost less depreciation 

● Override ......................... Pro-Rated Total cost pro-rated by quarter 

● Override ......................... (Other) Override value 
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● Appeal Value ................................. Market value override, if not zero 

● Optional 

2C2. Value Overrides 

NONE 

Market value will calculate based on total cost less depreciation 

USER-ENTERED VALUE 

Market value will be set to override value. The following types all work the same and can be used as desired. 

Use Value .............................................. Value in Use 

● Allows override value greater than or equal to zero 

Green Book ........................................... Values derived from Green Guide publications1 

● Requires override value greater than zero 

Other ..................................................... Miscellaneous 

● Requires override value greater than zero 

PRO-RATED VALUE2 

Market value will calculate based on total cost, pro-rated by quarter. This is used only when adding assets purchased in the 
current year. 

Pro-Rated .............................................. Used only when adding assets purchased in current year 

○ Purchase Month .................... Used to determine quarter of year for pro-rating 

● Required 

○ Purchase Year ........................ Must be current property year 

● Required 

○ Market Value ......................... Calculated as follows: 

● 100% .............................. Quarter 1 (January, February, March) 

● 75% ................................ Quarter 2 (April, May, June) 

● 50% ................................ Quarter 3 (July, August, September) 

● 25% ................................ Quarter 4 (October, November, December) 

2C3. Create Asset 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Select Owned tab | click Assets button at upper-left of asset grid 

 STEPS 

1. New Asset ..................................... Click Add icon (or select Process | Add) 

● Attributes....................... Enter attributes as needed; refer to Field Definitions and Value 
Overrides sections above for details on each field 

● Save ............................... Click Add button to save asset; Cancel button to discard changes 
or Refresh button to start over 

2. Additional Assets ........................... Enter next asset; when finished click Cancel button 

 
  

                                                           
1  Refer to State Tax Commission Idaho Property Valuation Schedules, Note 1 
2  Based on IDAPA 35.01.03, Property Tax Administrative Rule 312;  CAI recommends that users be familiar with this rule and consult with the State 

Tax Commission if needed before using this override type 
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2C4. Copy Asset 

There are two separate processes for copying assets. One is to make an additional copy of an asset on the same 
characteristic, the other is to copy one or more assets from one characteristic to another. 

 SAME CHARACTERISTIC 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Select Owned tab | click Assets button at upper-left of asset grid 

1. Select Asset ................................... Highlight an existing asset to be copied 

2. Copy .............................................. Click Copy icon (or select Process | Copy) 

● Change ........................... Update asset record as needed 

● Save ............................... Click Add button to save asset; Cancel button to discard changes 
or Refresh button to start over 

 DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTIC 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Click Copy Assets button 

1. Assets ............................................ Select the assets to copy in the grid at left by checking the Copy box 

● Delete Assets ................. Select Yes to delete assets from source parcel after they are 
copied; No to leave assets intact on source parcel 

● All Assets ....................... Click Select All button to set all assets to be copied 

●  

2. Target Parcel ................................. Indicate the parcel to copy assets to as follows 

● Year ............................... Enter property year that assets will be copied to 

● Parcel ............................. Enter valid parcel number that assets will be copied to 

● Characteristic ................. Click Select Characteristic button and select the personal property 
characteristic to copy assets to 

● Verify ............................. Grid on right side will populate with the assets that will be copied; 
verify that the correct assets have been selected 

3. Copy .............................................. Click Copy button to continue; Cancel to close without copying 

● Read verification message and click Yes button to continue; No or Cancel to return to 
previous panel without copying 

4. Source Parcel................................. Asset and characteristic values will be recalculated on the source parcel, along with 
personal property exemption 

2C5. Eliminate Asset 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Select Owned tab | click Assets button at upper-left of asset grid 

 STEPS 

1. Asset .............................................. Highlight the asset to be deleted in the grid 

2. Delete ............................................ Click Delete button (or select Process | Delete) to continue 

CAUTION 

There is no way to undo this process. Be certain that the correct asset has been selected 
before continuing. 

● Read verification message; click Yes to delete; No or Cancel to close without deleting 
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2C6. Change Asset 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Select Owned tab | click Assets button at upper-left of asset grid 

 STEPS 

1. Asset .............................................. Locate the asset to be changed in the grid 

2. Attributes ...................................... Update fields as needed in the grid 

● Fields shaded gray cannot be changed; an appropriate Override Type is required to allow 
changes to the Override Value 

3. Save Changes ................................ Click OK button to save changes 

4. Calculate Market Value ................. Click Calculate All Market Values icon to calculate asset and characteristic values, as 
well as exemption values, if needed 
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3. EXEMPTIONS 
There are three types of exemptions that can apply to parcels with personal property characteristics. Each 
is for a very specific purpose and produces a different result. 

Property exemptions are typically statutory exemptions at the parcel level. Everything on the parcel, 
regardless of assessment roll, receives the exact same exemption based on a user-entered percentage from 
one to 99 (partial) or 100 (full). An exemption processing module can be used to work with exemptions 
that require annual approval. 

Personal property exemptions are taxpayer-based. Each taxpayer qualifies for a total exemption not to 
exceed a statutory maximum. The total is allocated to one or more parcels associated with that taxpayer's 
exemption application, then each parcel's total is allocated to its categories that qualify for the exemption. 
Once a taxpayer qualifies for this exemption, it carries on from year to year. 

Special exemptions are characteristic level exemptions required to be reported separately on abstract 
reports. The exemption amount is calculated and entered each year apart from a characteristic's assessed 
and taxable values. 

The following sections explain each of these in detail. Users should be familiar with statutory language and 
State Tax Commission guidelines dealing with exemptions to ensure they are done correctly. 
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3A. PROPERTY EXEMPTION 

Property exemptions are used to exempt a percentage of all values for all assessment rolls and property 
occupancies on a specific parcel. This is typically used for exemptions defined in statute to apply to the 
parcel as a whole rather than to specific rolls, types or categories of value (homeowner's exemption, for 
example). Some of these exemptions carry forward from year to year while others are subject to annual 
approval. 

These exemptions are applied, updated or removed from a parcel's Property Master. 

 

Parcels with a full exemption will be reported on abstracts as state category code 81; otherwise, the actual 
categories will be used. 

NOTE Parcel exemptions can only be changed when all rolls for the parcel's property type (real, manufactured, 
etc.) are open.  

  All characteristics, regardless of assessment or occupancy roll, will be affected by the exemption. 

 STEPS 

1. Property Master ............................ Open the parcel's Property Master for the property year to be changed 

2. Exemption Status .......................... Select one of the following exemption statuses 

● Full ................................. Parcel is fully exempt; exemption percent will be set to 100 

● Partial ............................ Parcel is partially exempt; exemption percent required 

● None .............................. Parcel is not exempt; exemption percent will be set to zero 

3. Exemption Percent ........................ Enter the percentage of value that will be exempted 

● Required when Exemption Status is Partial; automatically set otherwise 

4. Exemption Code Reference ........... Double-click to select the appropriate reference to Idaho Code under which the 
exemption is granted 

● Required when Exemption Status is Full or Partial; must be blank otherwise 

AVAILABLE CODE REFERENCES 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | Property Exemption Code 

Property exemption codes are user-maintained. Changes should be made only by authorized 
staff with a complete knowledge of the exemption process. 

5. Save ............................................... Click Change button to save changes 

● Characteristic values and personal property exemption will be recalculated as needed 
based on the exemption percent 
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3B. PERSONAL PROPERTY EXEMPTION 

Taxpayers are considered applicants within CAI Property. Users decide who qualifies as a taxpayer, based 
on statute, administrative rules and guidance from the State Tax Commission. An application master record 
is created for each new applicant, and copied forward from year to year. Each parcel with personal 
property characteristics is assigned to the application master record for the taxpayer it belongs to. 
Exemptions are calculated at the application level.  

The first step is to determine how much exemption value an application will receive. This starts by adding 
up the taxable value of each of the application's associated parcels that is in a category that qualifies for 
exemption. The application is then checked to see if it has an override maximum exemption (something 
less than the statutory maximum). The application's total exemption will be the lessor of its total qualifying 
value, the maximum override (if one exists), or the statutory maximum. 

Once the total exemption amount is known, the process reversed and that amount is spread out among 
each of the application's associated parcels. This is typically done by weighting the qualifying value of each 
parcel against the application total, but there are options available to allow user-entered overrides or 
applying exemptions to parcels in a predefined order. 

After each parcel is assigned a portion of the application's exemption, it is then further allocated down to 
each of the parcel's qualifying categories. This is always done by weighting each category's portion of the 
parcel's total value. A final step occurs with parcels located in urban renewal areas where each category's 
exemption is applied first to the increment value and then to the base value. 

If an applicant has value on more than one assessment roll in the same year, the entire calculation process 
is repeated as each roll is processed. Unused exemption value from prior rolls is available to the next roll. 

NOTE: Users must be aware of statutory definitions of taxpayers, owners and/or applicants to make sure 
exemptions are calculated correctly. Questions about owners and how their parcels should be grouped 
together should be referred to the State Tax Commission. 

3B1. Control 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | PP Exemption Control 

A year-based control table is used to manage exemption processing. The options and processes here apply to all personal 
property exemptions within a given property year. Entries for each year are locked down once any roll is closed for that year 
in the Time Table. This prevents accidental changes and ensures that all rolls are calculated with the same criteria for the 
year. 

NOTE Do NOT change settings after the primary roll has been completed to ensure exemptions are calculated the 
same for all assessment rolls within a given year 

 STEPS 

1. Year ............................................... Select the year to work on in the grid at left 

2. Attributes ...................................... Update fields as needed 

● Period ............................ 999 - do not change; legislation in 2014 eliminated the renewal 
requirement 

● Asset Unit Cost Max ....... Update amount of KK1 exemption; typically changed only when 
statute changes or as directed by State Tax Commission; 
informational only 

● Exemption Maximum .... Update maximum amount of exemption allowed per applicant; 
typically changed only when statute changes or as directed by 
State Tax Commission 

● Excluded Category ......... Update categories as needed to exclude value from exemption 
calculations; consult the State Tax Commission for guidance on 
excluding specific categories 

3. Save ............................................... Click Apply button to save changes 

4. Update Exemptions ....................... Changes will take affect the next time each application's exemption is calculated 

● If any exemptions have already been calculated before making changes to the control 
table, either recalculate them individually or batch calculate them as explained in the 
Exemption Calculations | Calculation - Batch section on page 3-10. 
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3B2. Applicants 

 Select | Process | PP Exemption 

An applicant represents a taxpayer who owns one or more parcels that, as a whole, may qualify for a single exemption (not 
to exceed the maximum). An application is created during the taxpayer’s initial year of eligibility and is updated each year. 

The upper part of the application master panel allows users to filter and search for applications. Change from one property 
year to another and search by application number or applicant name to change the records displayed in the grid. Click the 
Search button after entering search criteria to refresh the grid. 

The grid can be sorted by clicking on any column heading. Click the same column heading again to toggle between ascending 
and descending order. Use column sorting to find applicants with similar attributes. For example, to find all applicants with 
an override, click the Override Exempt Amount column heading twice. Overrides will sort to the top of the grid. 

Once the desired application is found, highlight it in the grid. The fields and buttons at the bottom of the panel apply to the 
highlighted application (with the exception of the New button). 
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3B2A. New Application 

 STEPS 

1. Begin ............................................. Click New button at lower-left to start a new application 

2. Application .................................... The following steps refer to the Application portion of the panel 

●  Year ............................... Enter the first property year that the new application will be used 
in; defaults to current year, change if needed 

● Base Year ....................... Automatically set to match year entered above 

● Type ............................... Automatically set to Initial Eligibility 

● Declaration .................... Automatically set to None 

3. Applicant ....................................... The following steps refer to the Applicant portion of the panel 

● Applicant Name ............. Click Get Name button 

● Filter .............................. Enter text in Name field at top and click Load button to filter grid 

● Parcel List....................... Highlight a record in grid and click Parcel(s) button to see list of 
parcels where the selected citizen record is an owner or 
associated party 

● Select ............................. Highlight desired record in grid and click Select button to pass it 
back to the new application 

NOTE 

If no citizen record exists with the name and mailing address needed, it must be created in 
the citizen file. Contact the CAI Help Desk for assistance if needed. 

The name selected is used only as the applicant name. It does NOT change ownership of any 
parcels that will be associated with the application. 

4. Save ............................................... Click Apply button at lower-left to save changes 

● To discard new application without saving it, click Refresh button 

3B2B. Change Applicant Name 

NOTE This should only be done if all parcels associated with an application need changed to the same new 
taxpayer name. If that is not the case, create new applications for each taxpayer, remove parcels from their 
current application and associate them with the appropriate new application. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select application to change in grid at top 

2. Applicant ....................................... The following steps refer to the Applicant portion of the panel 

● Applicant Name ............. Click Get Name button 

● Filter .............................. Enter text in Name field at top and click Load button to filter grid 

● Parcel List....................... Highlight a record in grid and click Parcel(s) button to see list of 
parcels where the selected citizen record is an owner or 
associated party 

● Select ............................. Highlight desired record in grid and click Select button to pass it 
back to the new application 

NOTE 

If no citizen record exists with the name and mailing address needed, it must be created in 
the citizen file. Contact the CAI Help Desk for assistance if needed. 

The name selected is used only as the applicant name. It does NOT change ownership of any 
parcels that will be associated with the application. 

3. Save ............................................... Click Apply button at lower-left to save changes 

● To discard new application without saving it, click Refresh button 
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3B2C. Delete Application 

NOTE Applications cannot be deleted if any of their associated parcels have value on a roll that is closed 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select application to delete in grid at top 

2. Delete ............................................ Click Delete button to continue 

● Read verification message and click Yes button to delete; No or Cancel to return to 
previous panel without deleting 

WARNING 

There is no way to undo a deletion. Make sure the correct year and application are selected 
before deleting. 

3B2D. Approve/Deny Exemptions 

NOTE None of the application's associated parcels will receive the exemption if the application is denied. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select application to work with in grid at top 

2. Approved....................................... Update the Approved field as needed 

● Yes ................................. Eligible for exemption; include associated parcels in processing 

● No .................................. Exemption denied; exclude associated parcels from processing 

3. Save ............................................... Click Apply button at lower-left to save changes 

● To discard changes without saving, click Refresh button 

3B2E. Override Exemption Amount 

This overrides the control table’s maximum exemption amount for a specific application, reducing the maximum that its 
associated parcels can receive. It is used only when an applicant does not qualify for the full exemption. 

Overrides cannot exceed the statutory maximum entered in the control table. Overrides should be managed carefully and 
used only when necessary. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select application to work with in grid at top 

2. Override Exemption Amount ........ Enter the maximum exemption amount the applicant qualifies for 

● Exemption amounts are entered as negative numbers 

3. Save ............................................... Click Apply button at lower-left to save changes 

● To discard changes without saving, click Refresh button 

3B2F. Change Application Method 

This determines how the exemption is spread among an application's associated parcels. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select application to work with in grid at top 

2. Application Method ...................... Select the method that will determine how exemption amounts are spread 
between associated parcels and categories 

● Weighted ....................... Applicant’s total exemption amount will be allocated to each of its 
parcels based on their percentage of the total qualifying value; 
this is the default and most typical method 

● Parcel Override .............. Exemption amounts must be entered manually for each parcel; 
the amount entered will be spread to each parcel’s categories 

● Designated Order .......... Applicant’s total exemption amount will be allocated to the parcel 
with the lowest sequence number. If any exemption amount 
remains, it will be applied to the next parcel in order, continuing 
until the total amount has been allocated 

3. Save ............................................... Click Apply button at lower-left to save changes 

● To discard changes without saving, click Refresh button 
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3B3. Parcels 

 Select | Process | PP Exemption | Select Applicant in Grid | Click Parcel Detail button 

Every parcel with a personal property characteristic must be associated with an application, even if all of its value is in non-
qualifying categories. As new parcels are created, be sure to assign them to an application record afterwards. Ownership 
changes on personal property parcels may require that they be removed from their current applicant and associated with 
an application for the new owner. 

The upper part of the parcel detail panel shows applicant information, including totals for all of its associated parcels. The 
grid at left lists the associated parcels and several fields with information about them. Highlight a parcel in this grid to view 
its value detail (by category and assessment roll) in the other grid, as well as a breakdown of its values by roll below the 
grids. 

This panel also includes a Process Application section that is used to refresh parcel values and individually calculate the 
application’s exemption for a given assessment roll. 

 

3B3A. Add Parcel to Application 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select property year and application to work on, then click Parcel Detail button 

2. Begin ............................................. Click New button at lower-left 

3. Parcel Number .............................. Enter parcel number to be associated with current application 

● Parcel must be valid in property year being worked on 

4. Save ............................................... Click Apply button at lower-left to save changes; unsaved changed will be lost 
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3B3B. Remove Parcel from Application 

NOTE This does not delete the actual parcel, it simply deletes its association with the applicant – the parcel and its 
characteristics are not affected. 

  Parcels cannot be removed if they have value on a roll that is closed. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select property year and application to work on, then click Parcel Detail button 

2. Parcel ............................................ Select parcel to delete in grid at top-left 

3. Delete ............................................ Click Delete button to continue 

● Read verification message and click Yes button to delete; No or Cancel to return to 
previous panel without deleting 

WARNING 

There is no way to undo a deletion. Make sure the correct year and application are being 
worked on, and the correct parcel is selected before deleting. 

3B3C. Move Parcel to Different Application 

 STEPS 

1. Current Application ....................... Select property year and application the parcel is currently associated to, then click 
Parcel Detail button 

● Parcel ............................. Complete steps in Remove Parcel from Application section above  

● Application..................... If application has no other parcels associated with it and it is not 
needed for future use, complete the steps in Delete Application 
above to delete it 

2. Desired Application ....................... Select property year and application the parcel is being moved to, then click Parcel 
Detail button 

● Parcel ............................. Complete steps in Add Parcel to Application section above 

3B3D. Designate Parcel Order 

This determines the order that the application’s total exemption gets allocated to its associated parcels. Use this option 
when the applicant has designated the order of parcels to apply exemptions to or the county has opted to designate a 
specific order. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select property year and application to work on 

● Method .......................... Complete steps in Change Application Method above to set it to 
Designated Order 

2. Parcel Detail .................................. Click Parcel Detail button 

● Designation Seq ............. Highlight parcel in grid at upper-left, then enter its sequence 
number (from zero to 999) and click Apply button at lower-left; 
repeat as needed to sequence all parcels 

NOTE 

Parcels with sequence number of zero will be evaluated first so make sure to designate a 
sequence number on every parcel. 

If multiple parcels have the same sequence number, they will be evaluated in parcel number 
order. 

● Verify ............................. Parcel grid will resort as sequence numbers are saved to show the 
order they will be processed in; verify that results are as desired 
when finished 
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3B3E. Override Exemption Amounts 

This controls the amount of the application’s total exemption that gets allocated to each of its associated parcels. Use this 
option when the applicant has designated the exemption amount to apply to each parcel, or the county has opted to do so. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select property year and application to work on 

● Method .......................... Complete steps in Change Application Method above to set it to 
Parcel Override 

NOTE 

Application Method must be set to Parcel Override before override amounts can be entered. 
Changing to a different method will clear override amounts (changing back to Parcel Override 
will not restore the original overrides, they must be reentered). 

2. Parcel Detail .................................. Click Parcel Detail button 

3. Parcel ............................................ Highlight parcel to change in grid at upper-left 

CURRENT PARCEL VALUES 

Overrides cannot exceed the actual qualifying taxable value for each parcel and assessment 
roll. The panel will display selected parcel's current values by assessment roll to assist in 
establishing and entering override amounts. 

To refresh parcel's values, click Get Parcel Values button 

● Exemption Value ............ Enter the exemption amount to apply to the selected parcel for 
the assessment roll being processed; exemptions are entered as 
negative numbers; overrides cannot be changed on a roll that is 
closed 

● Save ............................... Click Apply button at lower-left to save changes 

4. Repeat ........................................... Repeat step 3 as needed until all overrides have been entered 

5. Calculate Exemption ..................... After entering overrides, calculate the application's exemption by 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select the assessment roll being processed 

● Calculate ........................ Click Calculate button; read verification message and click Yes 
button to continue; No or Cancel to return to previous panel 
without updating; a message will display when processing is 
finished 

● Verify ............................. Review each parcel's exemption amount to make sure it is as 
desired 
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3B4. Exemption Calculations 

There are a variety of ways that personal property exemptions can be calculated, depending on the situation at the time. 

3B4A. Calculation - Batch 

Calculating in batch updates exemption amounts for all personal property characteristics in a specific year and assessment 
roll. There are two methods for batch calculation - one updates characteristic values and exemptions while the other updates 
exemptions only. 

3B4A1. Values & Exemptions 

 Tools | Batch Processing | Assessor | Update Characteristic Values 

This process will update personal property characteristic value records and exemption amounts. 

 STEPS 

1. Criteria .......................................... Select the records to be processed 

● Property Year ................. Enter appropriate property year 

● Type ............................... Under Personal Property, select Characteristic Value 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select appropriate assessment roll 

2. Processing ..................................... Click OK button to begin; Cancel to exit 

● Verify ............................. Respond to verification message to continue. This process begins 
immediately after clicking Yes and runs locally on the workstation 
it is started on. 

● Done .............................. A message will display when processing is finished 

3B4A2. Exemptions Only 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | PP Exemption Control | Click Processing and Reports Menu button 

This process will update exemption amounts only, using the existing characteristic value records. 

 STEPS 

1. Criteria .......................................... Select the records to be processed 

● Application Year............. Enter appropriate property year 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select appropriate assessment roll 

2. Processing ..................................... Click Calculate to begin; Cancel to exit 

● Verify ............................. Respond to verification message to continue. This process begins 
immediately after clicking Yes and runs locally on the workstation 
it is started on. 

● Done .............................. A message will display when processing is finished 

3B4B. Calculation - Individual 

 Select | Process | PP Exemption 

Calculating individually updates exemption amounts for all personal property characteristics on parcels associated to an 
application in a specific year and assessment roll. 

 STEPS 

1. Application .................................... Select property year and application to work on 

2. Parcel Detail .................................. Click Parcel Detail button 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select assessment roll to calculate 

● Calculate ........................ Click Calculate button; read verification message and click Yes 
button to continue; No or Cancel to return to previous panel 
without processing; message will display when processing is 
finished 
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3B5. Reports 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | PP Exemption Control | Click Processing and Reports Menu button 

APPLICATION MASTER LIST 

Listing of each applicant along with its associated parcels and their values, including taxable value, non-qualifying, qualifying 
and total exemption amounts, and net taxable value. Detail and summary options allow users to include or exclude 
breakdown by assessment roll and state category code. 

TAX REDUCTION LIST 

No longer available - statutorily required in 2013 only 

HIGHWAY FUND APPORTIONMENT 

No longer available - statutorily required in 2013 only 

EXEMPTION EXCEPTIONS 

Listing of exception conditions separated into two sections, one dealing with parcel-level exceptions and the other with 
application-level exceptions. 
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3C. SPECIAL EXEMPTION 

 Refer to Special Exemptions in the Primary Roll section of Abstracts documentation for detailed information and instructions 

Idaho statute and administrative rules require that certain exemption values be reported to the State Tax 
Commission on various abstract reports. In CAI Property, most of these are known as “Special” Exemptions. 
These exemptions must all be maintained annually, and have to be finalized and updated prior to printing 
abstracts. 

There are two steps required to enter a Special Exemption. It is critical that both steps be followed for each 
parcel involved. The order they are done in does not matter. The parcel’s value has to be adjusted to reflect 
the amount of the exemption, and the exemption amount has to be entered into a table that is used for 
abstract calculations. 
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4. DEPRECIATION 
Depreciation is calculated for each asset that does not have an override value. The asset's purchase year 
determines its age for depreciation purposes. Similar assets are grouped together using function codes that 
link to schedules containing depreciation factors. This simplifies data entry and, most importantly, helps 
ensure uniformity. 

Function codes and schedules are provided by the State Tax Commission and modified as needed at the 
local level. 

4A. FUNCTION CODES 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Appraisal | Characteristics | Personal Property | PP Function Codes 

Function codes are used to group similar assets together, and to consistently apply the same depreciation 
schedule to them. Codes are developed and administered by the State Tax Commission, with some numbers 
set aside for county use.  

NOTE Table changes are not advised in a property year once its primary roll has been closed. Exercise caution to 
make sure all rolls within a given property year are based on the same tables.  

FIELD DEFINITION 

● Function Code ............................... Number; typically determined by State Tax Commission 

● Required 

● Cannot be changed once record is created 

● Schedule ........................................ Cross-reference linking each function code to a specific depreciation schedule 

● Required 

● Defaults to Zero 

● Schedule number entered must exist in the Schedule table (see below) in order to calculate 
depreciation 

● Description .................................... Displays when working with assets and on printed reports 

● Required 

● Status ............................................ Determines whether or not this record is available to users; select Active to include 
or Inactive to exclude record 

● Required 

REPORT 

 File | Print or click Print icon 

A report is available to list all records in this table, sorted by either the description or function code. 

Sample Function Code Listing 
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4B. SCHEDULES 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Appraisal | Characteristics | Personal Property | PP Depreciation Factor 

Depreciation schedules are furnished by the State Tax Commission and can be adjusted for local conditions. 
This table is year-based in order to hold both current and historical factors. This is needed to calculate 
current values for updated parcels and historical values for non-updated parcels. 

NOTE Refer to State Tax Commission's Idaho Property Valuation Schedules for changes they recommend. 
Within the Property application, calendar year adjustments are done automatically by using the 
current property year to calculate asset ages. If STC change documentation says there are no 
changes other than calendar year, there is no need to update depreciation schedules. 

NOTE Table changes are not advised in a property year once its primary roll has been closed. Exercise caution to 
make sure all rolls within a given property year are based on the same tables.  

FIELD DEFINITION 

● Year ............................................... Property year 

● Required 

● Cannot be changed once record is created 

● Schedule # ..................................... Cross-reference linking each function code to a specific depreciation schedule 

● Required 

● Cannot be changed once record is created 

● Age ................................................ Asset age = Update Year minus purchase year 

● Required 

● Cannot be changed once record is created 

● Depreciation Factor ....................... Amount of depreciation to apply 

● Required 

REPORT 

A report is available to list all records in this table. 

Sample Declaration Schedule Listing 
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5. DECLARATIONS 
The personal property declaration serves as a taxpayer’s application for the personal property exemption. 
There are two types of declarations – regular and transient. Characteristics with a Business Type of 
‘Transient’ will get transient declarations; otherwise, they will get regular declarations. 

Regular declarations allow taxpayers to either declare assets or declare an overall value less than the 
maximum exemption. Transient declarations are used to report assets that move from county to county, 
with county names and the number of months the asset was in each county. 

Declarations are created and printed in batch once a year for regular personal property on the primary roll 
and again for transient personal property on one of the subsequent rolls.  

In addition, they can be printed one at a time as needed without having to run a batch process. This is 
typically used for regular personal property on a subsequent roll, parcels created after batch printing is 
completed or reprinting declarations for any reason. 

Declarations can be tracked and reminder notices sent to taxpayers who do not return them. 

MANDATORY DECLARATIONS 

Taxpayers are required to file declarations for all of their associated parcels in each year they meet one or 
more of the following criteria: 

 

NEW APPLICANT Applicant is establishing initial eligibility for the personal property exemption in current year 

ESTABLISHED 
APPLICANT 

Applicant has established eligibility for the exemption in a prior year and has been granted the 

exemption continuously since then 

Non-Qualifying 

Categories 

Applicant had assets and/or taxable value in one or more non-qualifying categories 

in immediately-preceding year 

Qualifying 

Categories 

Applicant had a total taxable value (before exemption) greater than or equal to the 

maximum exemption in immediately-preceding year 

RENEWING 
APPLICANT 

Renewal requirement has been eliminated from statute; however, capability still exists within CAI 

Property in case it is reinstated in the future 

OPTIONAL DECLARATIONS 

In addition to the mandatory declarations above, users may also opt to create declarations for taxpayers 
with total taxable value less than the maximum exemption. This is typically done to check for asset changes 
that may put taxpayers over the maximum. For example, a county may choose to send declarations to 
taxpayers that are within $10,000 of the maximum. With a maximum of $100,000, the user would build 
declarations using $90,000 as the minimum value that will trigger declarations. 

If a county chooses to send optional declarations, they must also decide what to do with them when they 
are returned and when applying any adjustments to values for absence of return (AOR). Users may opt to 
update all returned declarations, mandatory and optional, or only update optional declarations if they will 
result in a taxable value greater than the maximum. Refer to When is a Characteristic “Updated”? on page 
5-11 to see what actions trigger an update. 

FORMS FOR PRINTING 

Regular personal property declarations are typically printed on laser forms provided by the State Tax 
Commission. They have a blank front and pre-printed instructions on the back. Declarations can also be 
printed on blank paper, with instructions printed separately or on the back of the form (this option works 
best for individual declarations rather than batch printing). 

Transient declarations print on blank paper. 

All declarations are formatted to fit in a standard #10 window envelope. The form always leaves at least 
five blank lines at the end for property owners to add new assets. If a page ends up with less than five blank 
lines, a page with blank asset lines will print with it. 
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5A. PRINTING - BATCH 

Declarations are created and printed in batch once a year for regular personal property on the primary roll 
and again for transient personal property on one of the subsequent rolls.  

5A1. Regular Personal Property 

A number of factors go into deciding which parcels will receive declarations each year. The program evaluates each 
exemption application, parcel and value record as it builds a file that is then used to print declarations. When an applicant 
meets the criteria for mandatory declarations, all of its associated parcels will get declarations in either the regular or 
transient build processes. 

This process will create regular declarations for the characteristics on those parcels that have any Business Type other than 
"Transient." 

NOTE Annual updates of function codes and/or depreciation schedules are NOT required in order to build 
declarations. Market value (if shown) will be based on depreciation from the year each personal 
property characteristic was last updated. Refer to When is a Characteristic “Updated”? section on 
page 5-11 for more information. 

  In this section, "current year" refers to the year for which declarations are being created and "prior 
year" refers to the year immediately preceding the declaration year. 

5A1A. Preliminary Steps 

5A1A1. Copy Processing 

Verify that each of the following copy processes has been completed. 

NOTE Do not continue until all of the following copy processes have been completed. 

PRIMARY COPY 

 Parcels & Characteristics ............... Copy PP Primary  

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | Time Table 

Check the Copy Date in the Time Table for the primary roll in the prior year. A valid date (not 
00/00/0000) indicates that the copy is done. 

 Exemption Control ........................ Copy Assessment Year Tables | PP Exemption Control 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | PP Exemption Control 

Check for a record with Application Year equal to the current year. Copy is done if a record 
exists. 

 Depreciation .................................. Copy Assessment Year Tables | PP Depreciation 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Appraisal | Characteristics | Personal 

Property | PP Depreciation Factor 

Check for records with Year equal to the current year. Copy is done if a record exists. 

END-OF-YEAR COPY 

 Parcels & Characteristics ............... Copy PP EOY 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | Time Table 

Check the Copy Date in the Time Table for the first and second subsequent rolls in the prior 
year. Valid dates (not 00/00/0000) indicate that the copy is done. 

 Exemption Applications ................ Copy PP Exemption EOY 

 Select | Process | PP Exemption 

Check for records with Year equal to the current year. Copy is done if a record exists. 
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5A1A2. Parcel Maintenance 

 New Parcels ................................... Add new parcels to current property year as needed and associate each of them to 
a personal property application 

 Expired Parcels .............................. Inactivate or delete parcels in current property year as needed and update 
personal property applications to remove inactive or deleted parcels 

5A1A3. PP Exemption Control 

This table is typically updated only after legislative action or direction from the State Tax Commission 

 Update as needed 

NOTE Settings should not be changed after the primary roll has been completed to ensure all exemptions are 
calculated the same in a given year 

5A1A4. Declaration Messages 

 Refer to Declaration Messages section on page 5-10 for instructions 

Declarations have space for a single line of text allowing for a customized message, if desired, that is specific to the parcel’s 
business type. All declarations for characteristics with a business type that has a message in the Declaration Message table 
will print with that message text. 

5A1A5. Asset Market Values 

The following example shows how each parcel's assets will print on regular (non-transient) declarations. The Market Value 
(highlighted in this example) can be left blank or it can show the depreciated value of each asset. 

 
 

Market value will be based on the each personal property characteristic's Update Year field. This field is used to calculate 
each asset's age (Update Year minus Purchase Year). In addition, the depreciation factors that are applied will come from 
the Update Year's personal property schedules. 

Declarations can be built without waiting for depreciation schedule updates in the current year. 
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 CALCULATE ASSET VALUES 

 Complete this step only if market values are to be printed on declarations; otherwise, skip to Exceptions section below 

 Tools | Batch Processing | Assessor | Update Characteristic Values 

1. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to process as follows: 

● Year ............................... Enter current property year 

● Asset Values................... Under the Personal Property heading, select Asset Market Values 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select Primary roll 

2. Process .......................................... Click OK to continue; Cancel to close without processing 

● This job will run on the workstation being used 

● Do not turn shutdown or turn power off while it is running 

3. Continue ........................................ Click OK button to continue 

4. Process Records ............................ Read verification message and click Yes to begin processing; No or Cancel to close 
without processing 

● A message will display when processing is finished; click OK to close 

5A1A6. Exceptions 

Review and deal with exceptions as needed 

 STEPS 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | PP Exemption Control 

1. Menu ............................................. Click Processing and Reports Menu button 

2. Select Report ................................. Exemption Exceptions 

3. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to include as follows: 

● Application Year............. Enter current property year 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select Primary Roll 

● Sort Type ....................... Select a sort option 

○ Name ......................... Parcel-related exceptions sort by primary owner/contact name 
Applicant-related exceptions sort by applicant name 

○ Parcel ........................ Parcel-related exceptions sort by parcel number 
Applicant-related exceptions sort by application number 

4. Process .......................................... Click View or Print to create report; Cancel to close 

5. Update Records ............................. Exception report identifies errors (must be corrected before proceeding), warnings 
(may be okay but need reviewed) and informational messages 

● Update parcels and/or applications as needed 

● Reprint report above after making changes; repeat these steps until all exceptions have 
been corrected or verified 

5A1B. Build Declarations 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Appraisal | PP Declaration 

One panel is used for both building and printing declarations, with separate areas for each. Fields and buttons outside of the 
region for each process (other than Cancel) do not apply. 

This process populates files that are used to print declarations. The files are cleared each time it runs, allowing users to 
rebuild declarations if needed. Individual declarations can be printed from a parcel’s personal property characteristic panel 
without having a declaration built in this process. 
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 STEPS 

1. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to process as follows: 

● Year ............................... Enter current property year 

● Business Type ................ Select Personal Property 

● Minimum Value ............. Use default amount (maximum exemption from Control Table) or 
enter a lower amount to use as minimum total taxable value in 
immediately-preceding year when Application Type is Annual and 
applicant has no non-qualifying categories 

2. Return Deadline ............................ Enter deadline for returning declarations 

● Text prints exactly as entered, as shown here: 

   

3. Continue ........................................ Click Build Declaration Files to continue 

4. Process Records ............................ Read verification message and click Yes to begin processing; No or Cancel to close 
without processing 

● This will run immediately on the workstation being used; do not shut down or reboot 
during processing. 

● A message will display when processing is finished; click OK to close 

5A1C. Print Declarations 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Appraisal | PP Declaration 

One panel is used for both building and printing declarations, with separate areas for each. Fields and buttons outside of the 
region for each process (other than Cancel) do not apply. 

This process prints all declarations created during the most recent build process. Individual declarations can be printed from 
a parcel’s personal property characteristic panel without having a declaration built in this process. 

NOTE Pre-printed forms have instructions on the back; if printing on blank paper, instructions can be printed 
separately by selecting “Personal Property Instructions” 

 

 STEPS 

1. Report Selection ............................ Personal Property Declaration 

2. Declaration Print Order ................. Choose a sort option 

FIRST SORT SECOND SORT THIRD SORT 

Applicant Name............................... Parcel Number 
Primary Owner/Contact Name ........ Parcel Number 
Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Applicant Name ...................... Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Primary Owner/Contact Name Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Parcel Number 

3. Pre-Printed Forms ......................... If using pre-printed forms, load them into printer before continuing 

4. Print............................................... Click Print or View button to continue; Cancel to exit 
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5A2. Transient Personal Property 

A number of factors go into deciding which parcels will receive declarations each year. The program evaluates each 
exemption application, parcel and value record as it builds a file that is then used to print declarations. When an applicant 
meets the criteria for mandatory declarations, all of its associated parcels will get declarations in either the regular or 
transient build processes. 

This process will create transient declarations for the characteristics on those parcels that have a Business Type of 
"Transient." 

NOTE Market value (if shown) will be based on depreciation from the year each characteristic was last 
updated. Refer to When is a Characteristic “Updated”? section on page 5-11 for more information. 

5A2A. Preliminary Steps 

5A2A1. Parcel Maintenance 

 New Parcels ................................... Add new parcels to current property year as needed and associate each of them to 
a personal property application 

 Expired Parcels .............................. Inactivate or delete parcels in current property year as needed and update 
personal property applications to remove inactive or deleted parcels 

5A2A2. Declaration Messages 

 Refer to Declaration Messages section on page 5-10 for instructions  

Declarations have space for a single line of text allowing for a customized message, if desired, that is specific to the parcel’s 
business type. All declarations for characteristics with a business type that has a message in this table will print with that 
message text. 

5A2A3. Asset Market Values 

The following example shows how each parcel's assets will print on regular (non-transient) declarations. The Market Value 
(highlighted in this example) can be left blank or it can show the depreciated value of each asset. 

 
 

Market value will be based on the each personal property characteristic's Update Year field. This field is used to calculate 
each asset's age (Update Year minus Purchase Year). In addition, the depreciation factors that are applied will come from 
the Update Year's personal property schedules. 
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 CALCULATE ASSET VALUES 

 Complete this step only if market values are to be printed on declarations; otherwise, skip to Exceptions section below 

 Tools | Batch Processing | Assessor | Update Characteristic Values 

1. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to process as follows: 

● Year ............................... Enter current property year 

● Asset Values................... Under the Personal Property heading, select Asset Market Values 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select subsequent roll being worked on 

2. Process .......................................... Click OK to continue; Cancel to close without processing 

● This job will run on the workstation being used 

● Do not turn shutdown or turn power off while it is running 

3. Continue ........................................ Click OK button to continue 

4. Process Records ............................ Read verification message and click Yes to begin processing; No or Cancel to close 
without processing 

● A message will display when processing is finished; click OK to close 

5A2A4. Exceptions 

Review and deal with exceptions as needed 

 STEPS 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | PP Exemption Control 

1. Menu ............................................. Click Processing and Reports Menu button 

2. Select Report ................................. Exemption Exceptions 

3. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to include as follows: 

● Application Year............. Enter current property year 

● Assessment Roll ............. Select subsequent roll being worked on 

● Sort Type ....................... Select a sort option 

○ Name ......................... Parcel-related exceptions sort by primary owner/contact name 
Applicant-related exceptions sort by applicant name 

○ Parcel ........................ Parcel-related exceptions sort by parcel number 
Applicant-related exceptions sort by application number 

4. Process .......................................... Click View or Print to create report; Cancel to close 

5. Update Records ............................. Exception report identifies errors (must be corrected before proceeding), warnings 
(may be okay but need reviewed) and informational messages 

● Update parcels and/or applications as needed 

● Reprint report above after making changes; repeat these steps until all exceptions have 
been corrected or verified 

5A2B. Build Declarations 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Appraisal | PP Declaration 

One panel is used for both building and printing declarations, with separate areas for each. Fields and buttons outside of the 
region for each process (other than Cancel) do not apply. 

This process populates files that are used to print declarations. The files are cleared each time it runs, allowing users to 
rebuild declarations if needed. Individual declarations can be printed from a parcel’s personal property characteristic panel 
without having a declaration built in this process. 
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 STEPS 

1. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to process as follows: 

● Year ............................... Enter current property year 

● Business Type ................ Select Transient Personal Property 

● Minimum Value ............. Use default amount (maximum exemption from Control Table) or 
enter a lower amount to use as minimum total taxable value in 
immediately-preceding year when Application Type is Annual and 
applicant has no non-qualifying categories 

2. Return Deadline ............................ Enter deadline for returning declarations 

● Text prints exactly as entered, as shown here: 

   

3. Continue ........................................ Click Build Declaration Files to continue 

4. Process Records ............................ Read verification message and click Yes to begin processing; No or Cancel to close 
without processing 

● This will run immediately on the workstation being used; do not shut down or reboot 
during processing. 

● A message will display when processing is finished; click OK to close 

5A2C. Print Declarations 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Appraisal | PP Declaration 

One panel is used for both building and printing declarations, with separate areas for each. Fields and buttons outside of the 
region for each process (other than Cancel) do not apply. 

This process prints all declarations created during the most recent build process. Individual declarations can be printed from 
a parcel’s personal property characteristic panel without having a declaration built in this process. 

NOTE Pre-printed forms have instructions on the back; if printing on blank paper, instructions can be printed 
separately by selecting “Personal Property Instructions” 

 

 STEPS 

1. Report Selection ............................ Transient PP Declaration 

2. Declaration Print Order ................. Choose a sort option 

FIRST SORT SECOND SORT THIRD SORT 

Applicant Name............................... Parcel Number 
Primary Owner/Contact Name ........ Parcel Number 
Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Applicant Name ...................... Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Primary Owner/Contact Name Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Parcel Number 

3. Pre-Printed Forms ......................... If using pre-printed forms, load them into printer before continuing 

4. Print............................................... Click Print or View button to continue; Cancel to exit 
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5B. PRINTING - INDIVIDUAL 

 Personal Property Characteristic 

Declarations can be printed as needed for any personal property characteristic. Its Business Type field will 
determine whether a regular or transient declaration will be created. This is typically used for regular 
personal property on a subsequent roll, parcels created after batch printing is completed or reprinting 
declarations for any reason. 

NOTE Individual declarations do not require a build process; they can be printed from any personal 
property characteristic at any time 

 PRINT A DECLARATION 

1. Begin ............................................. From a personal property characteristic, click the Print/View button 

2. Select Report ................................. PP Declaration 

3. Return Date ................................... Enter deadline for returning declarations 

● Text prints exactly as entered, as shown here: 

    

4. Continue ........................................ Click View or Print to create the declaration; Cancel to exit 

 TRACKING A DECLARATION 

Each personal property characteristic has a field to store the date when a declaration has been mailed. This is used for 
tracking the return status of declarations for sending reminder notices. 

Creating an individual declaration does not populate this field. To take advantage of the tracking capabilities, manually enter 
the mailing date. 

1. Declaration Mailed ........................ Enter the date declaration was mailed 

2. Save ............................................... Click OK button to save changes 
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5C. DECLARATION MESSAGES 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Appraisal | Characteristics | Personal Property | PP Declaration Messages 

Declarations have space for a single line of text allowing for a customized message, if desired, that is specific 
to the parcel’s business type. All declarations for characteristics with a business type that has a message in 
this table will print with that message text. 

NOTE When a declaration is printed (individually or in batch), the message text in this table at that time 
will be used. Changes can be made to messages after building declarations without having to rebuild 
them. 

Sample Declaration with Optional Message 

 

MESSAGE MAINTENANCE 

Existing Messages ................................. Check to see if there are any messages from the prior year. Existing messages will 
be used whenever a declaration is printed. Update or delete messages as needed. 

● Update ........................... Change message text directly in the grid; press OK button to save 
changes 

● Delete ............................ Highlight record in grid, select Process | Delete (or click Delete 
icon) 

New Messages ...................................... Create new messages at any time. They will print on all future declarations for 
characteristics with a matching Business Type. Existing messages can be copied and 
modified as needed. 

● Create ............................ Process | Add (or click Add icon), select a Business Type, enter 
message text and click Add button; repeat as needed; click Cancel 
button when finished 

● Copy ............................... Highlight an existing record in grid, select Process | Copy (or click 
Copy icon), make changes as needed and click Add button; repeat 
as needed; click Cancel button when finished 

NOTE Each Business Type can have only one declaration message. The type cannot be changed on an existing 
message (delete it and add a new one with the correct type, if needed). 
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5D. PROCESSING DECLARATIONS 

All active taxable parcels must have categories and values each year, as well as exemption amounts when 
applicable, for reporting on abstracts. Asset records determine the category numbers and assessed values 
on personal property characteristics. They are used in exemption processing to come up with personal 
property exemption values for all categories that qualify. 

Even though some taxpayers are not required to file a declaration, the requirement to establish categories, 
assessed values and exemption amounts still applies. IDAPA Rule 626.13 (Special Provision for Reporting 
Exempt Value) states in part that “In the absence of a more current value of the exemption, the value of the 
exemption may be estimated based on the last known value determined in 2013 by the county assessor…” 

This means asset values are based on the current year if they have been updated; otherwise, the most 
recently-updated year is used going back as far as 2013 when the exemption was initially implemented. 
This is done using an “Update Year” field on personal property characteristics. It is set to the year of initial 
eligibility to begin with and updated to the current year whenever a characteristic is updated. 

WHEN IS A CHARACTERISTIC “UPDATED”? 

A characteristic is considered “updated’ when any of the following actions occur: 

● Save Assets .................................... Click OK icon on asset grid 

● Calculate Market Values ............... Click Calculate Market Value icon on asset grid 

● No Change ..................................... Click No Change button on characteristic 

When values are calculated, either on a single characteristic or in batch, the Update Year determines each 
asset’s age (Update Year minus Purchase Year) as well as which year’s depreciation factors to use. The end 
result is current year’s assets are valued as they would have been in the year they were last updated. 

If a characteristic has been updated in error, simply change the Update Year back to whatever year it was 
last updated. The next time it is recalculated, its values will be reestablished based on that year. 
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5D1. Returned Declarations 

As declarations are returned, they are processed by adding, updating and deleting assets as needed and calculating market 
value, even if the taxpayer declared a total value rather than listing individual assets. 

DEPRECIATION 

The following steps must be completed before processing returned declarations for the Primary roll. 

 Function Codes 

 Refer to Depreciation, Function Codes section on page 4-1 for additional information 

 Depreciation Schedules 

 Refer to Depreciation, Schedules section on page 4-2 for additional information 

 RETURNED WITH CHANGES 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Owned tab | Click Asset button 

1. Asset Records ................................ Update as follows: 

● Asset Changes ................ Update as needed 

● Declared Value............... Create and/or update asset records to reflect value totaling less 
than or equal to declared maximum amount 

2. Save Changes ................................ Click OK icon; results in the following actions: 

● Asset Records ................ Saved 

● Update Year ................... Set to current year 

● Asset Market Value........ Calculated using Update Year for age and depreciation 

3. Calculate Values ............................ Click Calculate Market Value icon; results in the following actions: 

● Update Year ................... Set to current year 

● Asset Market Value........ Calculated using Update Year for age and depreciation 

● Characteristic Value ....... Created and/or updated value records  

● Received Date ................ Set to current date (if blank) 

● Years Unreported .......... Set to zero 

● Summary Sheet ............. Added to Summary Sheet print queue 

● PP Exemption................. Applicant that parcel is associated with is recalculated 

 RETURNED WITHOUT CHANGES 

 Personal Property Characteristic 

1. Calculate Values ............................ Click No Change button; results in the following actions: 

● Update Year ................... Set to current year 

● Assessment Roll ............. If characteristic’s assessment roll is currently open, no change 
occurs; otherwise, roll is changed to next available open roll, 
based on the following order: Primary, 1st Sub, 2nd Sub  

● Asset Market Value........ Calculated using Update Year for age and depreciation 

● Characteristic Value ....... Created and/or updated value records  

● Received Date ................ Set to current date (if blank) 

● Years Unreported .......... Set to zero 

● PP Exemption................. Applicant that parcel is associated with is recalculated 

 RESET DECLARATION UPDATED IN ERROR 

 Applies to characteristics that were updated but should not have been 

1. Previous Year Characteristic.......... Open characteristic in most recent property year and make note of the following: 

● Update Year 

● Years Unreported 

2. Current Year Characteristic ........... Open characteristic in current property year and update the following fields: 

● Update Year ................... Change to number from prior year 

● Received Date ................ Delete date if not 00/00/0000 

● Years Unreported .......... Change to number from prior year plus one 

3. Save Changes ................................ Click OK button to save 
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5D2. Unreturned Declarations 

 Applies only to parcels meeting criteria that requires filing of a declaration 

If a property owner fails to return mandatory personal property declarations to the county when required, their parcels are 
subject to estimation of value in accordance with state statute and/or administrative rule. 

A characteristic is considered to be unreported if a declaration was mailed (valid Declaration Mailed date) but not returned 
(no Received Date). 

NOTE If declarations were built with a Declaration Minimum Value less than the maximum exemption, be 
aware that reports may include parcels that are not  statutorily required to return declarations; 
users must decide which parcels to process as unreturned 

RELATED FIELDS 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Primary tab 

Declaration Mailed ................................ Date that declaration was mailed 

● Automatically updated if characteristic met criteria when declarations were created in 
batch 

● Can also be manually updated when single declaration is mailed  

Reminder Mailed .................................. Date that reminder notice was mailed 

Years Unreported .................................. Number of years the characteristic has gone without a returned declaration 

● Informational only, not used in application processing 

Received ................................................ Date declaration was returned and/or processed 

● Automatically updated when market value is calculated (either by clicking Calculate Market 
Value or No Change) 

● Can also be manually updated as needed without updating market values 

 STEPS 

 Personal Property Characteristic | Owned tab | Click Asset button 

1. Years Unreported .......................... Make note of number of years unreported before continuing 

2. Amount ......................................... Decide how much value to add for each category 

3. Add Record .................................... Create one new asset record for each category that needs an amount 

● Description .................... Unreturned Declaration 

● Purchase Year ................ Current property year 

● SCC ................................. Category number 

● Override Type ................ Other 

● Override Value ............... Amount 

● All Other Fields .............. Leave blank 

4. Save Changes ................................ Click Add button to save changes; Cancel to exit without saving 

5. Additional Records ........................ Repeat Step 3 as needed until one asset has been entered for each category 
needing an amount 

6. Calculate Values ............................ Click Calculate Market Value icon; close asset grid 

7. Primary Tab ................................... Update the following fields on the Primary tab 

● Years Unreported .......... Enter number of years unreported (add one to the number in Step 
1 above) 

● Received Date ................ Delete date to reset it to zero 

8. Save ............................................... Click OK button to save changes; Cancel to exit 
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5E. REMINDER NOTICES 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Assessor | Misc Letters 

 Applies to all personal property characteristics with a valid Declaration Mailed date that do not have a Declaration Received 

date 

 STEPS 

1. Select Letter .................................. Select Personal Property Reminder 

● Year ............................... Enter property year to process 

● Assessment Roll ............. Enter assessment roll to process 

● Return Date ................... Enter deadline for returning declarations; date entered will print 
on letters as follows: 

○ “If the completed form is not returned by <Return Date>, your assessment will be based 
on an estimated market value.” 

2. Create Letters ................................ Click Print or View to create letters 

3. Notes & Reminder Date  ............... After letters have printed successfully, click Write Notes/ Reminder Date button to 
do the following for each letter created: 

● Notes ............................. Creates parcel note with current date, type of declaration and text 
stating “Personal Property Reminder Sent with Return Date of 
<Return Date>” 

● Reminder Date ............... Updates characteristic’s Reminder Mailed date to the current date 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

This step uses current date on notes and reminder dates. If letters will not be mailed until a 
later date, users may want to skip this step when printing them and come back to it on the 
day they are actually mailed. 

If this step is not completed at some point, there will be no record of reminders having been 
sent. 
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6. NEW BUSINESS TRACKING 
 Select | Process | PP New Business 

The Property application provides an entire module specifically designed to allow users to keep track of 
potential new personal property accounts without affecting any existing parcels. New parcels are created 
only when an account is verified as valid and taxable. 

This module provides a way to send introductory letters and declarations, as well as reminder letters, to 
help determine whether or not a potential account is valid. It also shows the current status of each account 
and the date that status last changed. 

The typical process includes the following: 

○ Create a new account record as the user becomes aware of a potentially taxable entity 

○ Print and send an explanation letter and blank declaration 

○ Print and send a reminder notice if no response is received 

○ If the account turns out to be valid and taxable, create a new parcel and close the account; otherwise, void the 
account to indicate that no further action is needed 

6A. STATUS INDICATORS 

The following statuses are used to process and track accounts: 

● Pending ......................................... New record; nothing has been printed yet; will be included next time New Business 
Letters are printed 

● Letter ............................................. Initial letter and declaration have been printed; awaiting response 

● Create ............................................ Declaration has been returned; account determined to be valid and taxable; ready 
to have new parcel created 

● Closed ............................................ New parcel has been created; no further action needed 

● Void ............................................... Account found to be invalid and/or non-taxable; no parcel will be created 

6B. PROCESSING STEPS 

 CREATE ACCOUNT 

1. New ............................................... Click Add icon (or select Process | Add) 

2. Attributes ...................................... Enter the following information; all fields are required unless noted otherwise 

● Name ............................. Enter the business or person name 

● Address .......................... Enter the mailing address 

● City................................. Enter the mailing address' city 

● State .............................. Select mailing address' state from the dropdown list 

● Zip .................................. Enter the mailing address' zip code 

● Phone ............................ Enter a telephone number for the contact person; optional 

● NAICS Code .................... Do not use 

● Status ............................. Automatically set to Pending on new accounts 

● Status Date .................... Automatically set to date record is created 

● Comment ....................... Enter comments; typically the source of information that lead 
user to create an account; optional 

3. Save ............................................... Click Add button to create new record; Cancel to close without creating; or Refresh 
to reset all fields and start over 

4. Additional Accounts ...................... Repeat steps 2 and 3 to create additional accounts; click Cancel button when done 
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 PRINT DECLARATION 

This will create a cover letter and blank declaration for every account with a status of Pending 

1. Begin ............................................. Click Print icon (or select Print) 

2. Select Letter .................................. Click to select New Business Letter 

3. Return Date ................................... Enter deadline date for return of declaration 

4. Continue ........................................ Click Print or View button to continue; Cancel to close without printing 

5. Verify ............................................. Verify that all pages printed correctly before continuing to next step 

● If there was a problem with printing, repeat steps above as needed 

● If printing was successful, click Cancel button to close print panel 

6. Status ............................................ Change Pending status accounts to Letter status 

● Begin .............................. Click Update Pending Status to Letter Status icon 

● Continue ........................ Read verification message and click Yes button to continue; No or 
Cancel to return to previous panel 

 PROCESS RETURNS 

Complete the following steps when a declaration and/or supporting documentation is returned 

1. Review ........................................... Review the declaration and/or any supporting documentation submitted by the 
taxpayer to determine whether or not the account is valid and taxable 

2. Routing .......................................... Complete one of the following steps depending on the determination made above 

● Valid ............................... Locate the account in the grid and change its status to Create, 
then click OK icon 
Proceed to Create Parcel section below 

● Invalid ............................ Locate the account in the grid and change its status to Void, then 
click OK icon 

 PRINT REMINDER NOTICE 

This will create a reminder letter for every account with a status of Letter 

1. Begin ............................................. Click Print icon (or select Print) 

2. Select Letter .................................. Click to select New Business Reminder 

3. Return Date ................................... Enter deadline date for return of declaration 

4. Continue ........................................ Click Print or View button to continue; Cancel to close without printing 

NOTE Accounts will remain in Letter status until they are manually changed to Create or Void. They will generate 
another reminder every time reminder notices are printed until their status is changed. If the determination 
is made that an account should no longer be pursued, set its status to Void to remove it from any further 
processing. 

 CREATE PARCEL 

This will create a new parcel with a personal property characteristic 

1. Select Account ............................... Locate the account needing a new parcel in the grid (status must be Create) and 
click the checkbox in the Select column 

2. Create ............................................ Use Create Parcel wizard to create new parcel 

 Refer to Parcels |  Create Parcel on page 2-2 for detailed instructions 

● Status will automatically change from Create to Closed when parcel is created 

3. Assets ............................................ If a declaration was returned with assets to be entered, do so now 

 Refer to Assets | Create Asset on page 2-17 

 VOID ACCOUNT 

This will change an account to Void status, indicating that it has been determined that the account is not valid and requires 
no further processing. 

1. Select Account ............................... Locate the account needing changed in the grid 

2. Void ............................................... Change its status to Void 

3. Save ............................................... Click OK icon to save changes 

NOTE If a voided account is later determined to be valid, change its status to Create, then click OK icon to save 
change and refer to Create Parcel section above to create a new parcel for it. 
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6C. ACCOUNT CLEANUP 

This process will delete all records with a status of either Closed or Void. It is used only when users choose 
not to keep historical data.  

NOTE CAI recommends that closed and voided records be kept for historical purposes. Use this process only if you 
are certain you want to delete ALL existing records with a status of Closed or Void. 

  There is no way to undo once the process is started. 

 STEPS 

1. Begin ............................................. Click Delete Closed and Voids icon (or select Process | Delete Closed and Voids) 

2. Verify ............................................. Read verification message and click Yes to delete records; No or Cancel to return to 
previous panel without processing 

 

 

 

 

 


